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“The reasonable man adapts himself to the world, the unreasonable one persists in trying to
adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends on the unreasonable man.” 

George Bernard Shaw
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Cry Wolf?
Over the past two or three years we have
seen the emergence of a new phenomenon
in which major international contractors -
particularly in the UK - issuing safety 
notices resulting from equipment incidents
on sites. These ‘safety’ notices often 
impose a temporary ‘ban’ on certain 

equipment calling into question their design, even though the incident
may have arisen due to their own failings in terms of training or site
management.

Rental equipment suppliers squeezed between client and manufacturer -
not to mention regulatory standards - are then expected to react 
instantly and find a solution, hurriedly forcing through technical design
changes and modifications of their own.

This can be exacerbated by some companies spotting an opportunity 
to exploit the contractor’s edict to make a quick buck or exclude 
competitors, but the real problem is the resulting upside-down product
development process which rarely produces safer machines. 

The safety notices owe more to a knee-jerk, tick-box safety culture and
being seen to be doing something, than anything else. They may also be
driven by the protracted accident investigations from bodies such as the
HSE which can last years, with the threat of legal action hanging over
those involved.

The ideal solution would be for the official investigators to produce 
reports more promptly so product faults or failings are identified and 
corrected more rapidly, and for contractors to realise that creating a
safer site environment is more important that zapping out a blanket
safety notice any time a minor incident occurs with a machine. 

One area where contractors could make a real difference is the reporting
of near misses. While they are all eager to jump on alleged machinery
failings - particularly with platforms - they are very slow to log and 
communicate near misses caused in the majority of cases by human
error - but which would help improve safety substantially.

In a recent case the upper boom of an almost new articulated boom lift
came down on its own accord on a UK site - not that quickly and no one
was hurt. The unit was taken back to the rental company’s yard where
the incident was replicated. The cause was clearly due to a one-off 
combination of either cylinder/valve contamination and/or an individual
component issue. In spite of this the contractor fired off a safety bulletin
to all and sundry, warning that such machines should be stood down.
The problem with such grossly exaggerated and premature bulletins is
that ‘cry wolf syndrome’ sets in and bulletins - which should be highly 
effective safety tools - are discredited. 

Surely a more intelligent approach is required? 
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stating if we may publish them or not.
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